
of ITOps leaders at financial 
institutions recognize AIOps can 
consolidate siloed data formats.

Three ways to speed up 
ITOps for financial services
How full-context ops can reduce MTTR by up to 50%

Accelerate investigation  
and prioritization 
Full-context ops unify siloed on-premises 
and cloud-based IT systems and correlate 
disparate and disjointed data for a unified, 
actionable view of an alert and incident.

Improve service reliability 
AIOps enables financial institutions to cut through alert noise and enhance the resilience of mission-critical operations, 
ensuring essential services are highly available and operate seamlessly.

BigPanda delivers full-context operations to FinServ organizations 
BigPanda is a resilient and scalable AIOps platform that helps financial institutions maintain always-on financial 
services by supplying teams with full-context for every IT incident. This is crucial for meeting customer expectations and 
regulatory standards.

Increase operational efficiency and enhance productivity 

ESG reports the 
top four benefits 
for IT operations 
from AI as:

Full-context IT operations break down silos, streamline collaboration, reduce workload, 
and ensure compliance. Every operator gains a full picture of incidents so they can 
detect, identify, and resolve incidents up to 50% faster. Here are three crucial ways 
financial institutions can benefit from transitioning to full-context ops.

37% 33% 32% 31%

Download our e-book to learn how full-context 
ops can turn data into patterns, insights, and 
actions to transform your ITOps practice.

“We embraced [AIOps] immediately because we recognized its value. We 
saw how it could take all these issues and incidents, often just noise, and 
distill them down to what’s truly valuable.”

 Chuck Adkins
 Chief Information Officer, NYSE

bigpanda.io
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Full-context ops
Turn data into patterns, insights, and actions. 

E-book

“An alert without context is just noise.”

  Jon Brown, Senior Analyst, Enterprise Strategy Group by TechTarget
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